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I.

TOPIC DESCRIPTION

In many companies relative reward schemes are used whereby employees earn a bonus if
they perform better than their colleagues. Moreover, hierarchical structures mean that in
many organizations, employees find themselves in constant competition for promotions.
This is meant to provide incentives for higher performance. However, competitive
remuneration schemes could also have detrimental effects such that individual workers may
view their colleagues as direct competitors generating more selfish and/or less helpful
behavior in the workplace. Furthermore, there is strong evidence that women are less
willing to self-select into competitive work environments than men, even when they are
equally well (or even better) prepared for the respective job.
One of the main challenges in contest design is that when competition takes place among
workers with mixed abilities it may lead to a discouragement effect, which establishes that
lower ability individuals often reduce effort competing against an individual they do not feel
up to (e.g. it has been found that average golf players performed significantly worse when
competing against a superstar like Tiger Woods). One solution suggested by the economic
literature is to level the playing field between advantaged and disadvantaged individuals by
favoring weaker individuals through bid-caps and asymmetric tie-breaking rules. In sports,
asymmetric tie-breaking are already common, for instance, in the Champions League soccer
playoffs “away goals” become the decisive factor in determining the winning team in case of
a tie.

Contests are not only a well-established mechanism for incentivizing workers but also for
encouraging innovation and advancing R&D. Elements of research and innovation contests
can be found in the procurement of various goods and services. For instance, the
construction of new buildings, proposals in a venture capital firm or TV shows for
entertainment companies all flow through a similar innovation process that involves the
solicitation of bids from multiple potential suppliers and the preparation of a pilot or a
proposal.
In this seminar, we discuss questions like: How can we design workplaces and labor
contracts to increase motivation and productivity? How can we utilize the full potential of
our workforce? How do women and men deal with competition? How can contests be used
to foster innovation? Which role should social preferences play when designing a contract or
contests?
The seminar is not limited to the industry focus. Related topics are welcome as well!

II.

SCOPE OF THE SEMINAR
Please note that no topics will be handed out. Instead, participants will develop their own
research question in the broad field of Working Cultures, Competition and Incentives. Using
their own creative abilities, students design an economic experimental or field study that
answers their research question. Students will work in groups of two or three. If the process
of group formation is unsuccessful, participants will be assigned.
The seminar starts with an introductory meeting on Wednesday, April 24 at 09:45 in
building 30.28, room R 220. Ideas for experiments or field studies will be presented in
blocked events on June 12-14. Each presentation should last max. 20 minutes. Full
attendance in all meetings is required for successful participation in the seminar. Seminar
papers of 8 – 10 pages are to be handed in by August 15.
Grades will be based on the quality of presentations in the seminar (50%) and the seminar
paper (50%). Students can improve their grades by 0.3 for good and constructive discussion
contributions or by 0.7 for excellent and constructive discussion contributions. Application
will be possible via the centralized platform until the 1st of April.
Please note that we will ask you for a brief description of the topic and research idea you are
interested in, in order to ensure a well-balanced variety in the seminar. Prior attendance of
the courses “Economics and Behavior” and/or “Auction and Mechanism Design” is

recommended but not required. For further questions, please contact Patrick Maus
(Patrick.Maus@kit.edu).
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